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Abstract: In this work, we study plasmon antenna array lasers for solid-state lighting (SSL).
Optically pumped plasmon antenna array lasers can provide benefits suitable for SSL including
efficient pump-light absorption, high brightness, and good directivity. However, applying lasers
in SSL is difficult because of speckle formation. To overcome this issue, we propose two
types of lasers based on patchworks of small plasmon lattices with different lattice constants,
tessellating an extended surface. The premise is that they could ultimately form a blue-LED
pumped broad-area directional emitter with reduced coherence to suppress speckle. An important
question is whether different patches couple when assembled together, and how this affects spatial
and spectral profiles. In this paper, we show measurement results on the plasmon patchwork
lasers, and discuss their modelling and potential application as low etendue and speckle free
sources in SSL.
© 2019 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1.

Introduction

Lasers are relevant for solid-state lighting (SSL) either as pump sources for phosphors in
laser-driven white light sources [1–3], or as illumination sources in applications like projection
[4] that require both high power and a low etendue. For instance, projection with digital mirror
device beam scanning of red, green and blue laser channels offers superior projection brightness
and reduced maintenance compared to lamps [5]. However, speckle forms a challenge for lasers.
Speckles are high contrast random interference patterns which occur due to high temporal and
spatial coherence of lasers [6]. To reduce speckle contrast a variety of methods have been
developed based on superimposing statistically independent speckle configurations. This includes
using (multiple) sources with different wavelengths, illumination angles and polarizations [7,8],
reducing spatial coherence of sources [9], and dynamically changing the illumination or target
screen [10–13]. Most of these methods require multiple light sources, bulky optics and/or
mechanical driving of, e.g., spinning diffusers. A compact laser with effectively low spatial
and temporal coherence emission could be desirable for creating small, speckle free projection
systems.
We explore the possibility of using distributed feedback (DFB) lasers based on arrays of
plasmonic nanoparticles [14–24]. Benefiting from the strong plasmon resonance of the arrays,
they feature the possibility of lasing from a very small sample area, and ”flat-optics” control
of frequency and emission pattern through array patterning [25–27]. Furthermore, they have a
geometry similar to plasmon-array enhanced remote phosphor structures, which were already
explored for blue-LED pumped bright white light fluorescence [28,29], showing advantages in
terms of high pump-light absorption and internal quantum efficiency. One could thus envision
blue-LED pumped plasmonic laser substrates that multiplex many plasmon lasers, and thereby
tailor functions in the spatial, spectral, and wave vector domain. In this paper, we consider
the possibility of making multi-wavelength, low etendue, yet low-speckle plasmon DFB lasers
based on so-called patchwork arrays. We introduce two types of arrays: ”checkerboards” and
”random patchworks”. Both are patchworks of small plasmon lattices, each of which can operate
individually as a DFB laser, similar to the ones studied in Ref. [20]. The patchworks are similar
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to the plasmon particle superlattices studied by Wang et al. [27]. However, in contrast to their
work, the patchwork arrays we investigate feature different pitches in different patches, and
smaller inter-patch distances (a few hundred nm compared with a few micron in Ref. [27]). Open
questions are if these lasers will operate independently when assembled together, or whether
different patches will couple to each other, thereby giving rise to different lasing phenomena.
We measure the lasing properties of these patchwork lasers, including the lasing threshold,
spectra, and angular distribution of lasing emission. The lasers exhibit multiple lasing modes
simultaneously at different frequencies. To understand the origin of multi-mode lasing observed
in these systems, we investigate a DFB laser dimer consisting of two interacting DFB lasers.
Furthermore, we propose an extension of coupled wave theory to explain the large number of
modes observed.
2.

Sample geometries

Fig. 1 illustrates two distinct patchwork design families. Both start from a square array of N × N
particles (Ag disks) with pitch d = 370 nm, deposited on glass and embedded in a ca. 350 nm
thick spincoated SU8 layer of index 1.60 that provides gain by doping with laser dye (Rh6G
at 2.5 wt%). This layer forms a 2D waveguide with single TE (with in-plane electric field
perpendicular to the propagation direction) and TM modes (with mainly out-of-plane electric
field) with index nWG ≈ 1.55. Earlier works [20,26] show that the waveguide modes can couple
with each other through the Bragg diffractions of order (±2,0) and (0,±2) of the arrays while
being amplified by the gain medium (the Rh6G doped SU8 waveguide), resulting in lasing at
λ0 ≈ 574 nm (ω0 ≈ 3.28 × 1015 rad/s). These lasing modes are then coupled out through Bragg
diffractions of order (±1,0) and (0,±1) into the direction nearly normal to the waveguide plane.
We create patchworks by dividing the array into sub-arrays of size n × n, with the quotient
m = N/n an integer. The first design is a ”checkerboard”, in which alternating arrays are of
type A (unchanged), or type B of which the pitch is increased to d 0 = d + δ, while keeping the
center position. To avoid overlapping of particles, we reduce the number of particles in the B
arrays to fit within their original bounding box. Effectively this design
√ results in a 45 degree
rotated super-square-lattice of A and B patches with a period of 2n · d. In this paper, we
consider N = 240 and n = 10, 20, 40, 60, and δ = 1, 2, 4 nm, in which case the B patches have
(n − 1) × (n − 1) particles and are shifted by d/2 from the original patches.

Fig. 1. A schematic of the sample design. An N × N square array is divided into patches of
n × n. To make a checkerboard array, we change the pitch of the B patches from d to d + δ.
The particle numbers are reduced so that the resulting B’ patches are not larger than the
original B patches. For the Random patchwork arrays, we change the pitches in every patch
to d + δij and also change the particle numbers accordingly to fit in the original patch size.
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The second sample family is a ”randomized patchwork”. Each sub-array i, j is expanded or
shrunken by adding a random number δij (uniformly distributed over [−δ, δ]) to the pitch, where
we again apply centering and clipping. The result is a patch work of sub-arrays of different
pitches, with their centers fixed in a square lattice with period n · d. We perform experiments
taking N = 240, and varying n, as well as the randomization range δ = 1, 2, 4, 10 nm. The δij are
set as random integer multiples of 0.2 nm, which is the lithography step size. The designs are
implemented with electron beam lithography and lift-off [20,25,26], leading to Ag nanoparticles
of cylindrical shape with a diameter of about 60 nm and a height of 30 nm.
3.

Fourier analysis

For simple plasmon array lasers a first order approximation to the band structure is the nearly free
photon dispersion [20,26], which can be obtained by convolving the array Fourier transform, with
the waveguide dispersion relation (the locus of points in k-space |k | | | = (ω/c)nWG ). Crossings in
this bandstructure will typically lead to stop gaps and lasing conditions. Once lasing is achieved,
typically at the Γ-point of the band structure, the output pattern essentially copies the array
Fourier transform [26]. On this basis we envision two distinct scenarios that may describe the
patchworks. Firstly, one can envision that the patchworks would support extended lasing modes,
and the Fourier analysis outlined above, applied to the entire patchwork, would predict lasing
conditions and radiation patterns. Alternatively, if patches should be viewed as uncoupled, one
would expect output to be the incoherent sum of emission from individual arrays, at multiple
wavelengths (two for the checkerboard, of order (N/n)2 for the random patchworks) determined
by the different lattice pitches. In this second scenario, the small size of the patches would
adversely affect threshold gain and raise output etendue compared with a full-sized square array.
In the following, we examine the Fourier transforms of the checkerboard and random patchworks
and estimate the resulting nearly-free-photon band structures. As an example, consider the
Fourier transform of a checkerboard
array with n = 10, δ = 1 nm. The array can be viewed as a
√
square superlattice with pitch 2nd rotated by 45◦ and convolved with a dimer of neighbouring
A and B arrays. According to the convolution theorem, its structure factor (Fourier transform) is
the product
of the Fourier transform of the superlattice, i.e., a 45◦ rotated square lattice with pitch
√
G/( 2n) (defining G = 2π/d), and that of an A-B dimer. The Fourier transform of an A-B dimer is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The final result (Fig. 2(b)) is a group of distinct reciprocal space maxima near
(±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G, at (±1, 0)G + (i, j)G/(2n) and (0, ±1)G + (i, j)G/(2n), with i, j = 0, ±1, ....
Particularly, four peaks are pronounced in each of the groups, i.e., (±1, 0)G + (±1, ±1)G/(2n)
or (0, ±1)G + (±1,
√ ±1)G/(2n). The locations of the peaks are set by the lattice constant of the
superlattice, i.e., 2nd. On the other hand, δ only affects the A-B dimer and hence the amplitude
of the peaks. Figure 2(c) shows the Fourier transforms from a lattice with n = 40. The resulting
bandstructures are obtained by convolution with the waveguide dispersion, which consists of
multiple cones in kx − ky − ω space. Figure 2(d) illustrates a constant frequency cut of the band
structure of a checkerboard with n = 10 and δ = 1 nm at ω0 . The waveguide modes at ω0
with wave vector of (±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G can couple with each other through the diffraction at
(±1, 0)G + (±1, ±1)G/(2n) and (0, ±1)G + (±1, ±1)G/(2n), and can be coupled out with wave
vector of (±1, ±1)G/2n. Therefore, the most pronounced bands (indicated by red dashed lines)
cross at (±1, ±1)G/2n in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e-f) illustrate the band structures of a checkerboard
with n = 10, 40, δ = 1 nm, at ky = 0. When n = 10, instead of two straight lines and a parabolic
crossing at ω0 and kx = 0 expected for simple square lattices [20], the band structure of the
checkerboard arrays shows four linear bands intersecting at two points at ω ≈ ω0 . These result
from shifting the bands of a square lattice by (±1, ±1)G/(2n) in Fourier space. The parabolas are
also shifted in both frequency and k. As n increases to 40, the straight bands converge to the two
straight bands of a square array.
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Fig. 2. (a) Calculated absolute value of Fourier transform of a A-B’ dimer with n = 10 and
δ = 1 nm. (b) Calculated absolute value of Fourier transform of a checkerboard laser with
n = 10 and δ = 1 nm (left). Groups of peaks occur near the base lattice reciprocal lattice
vectors (±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G (right shows zoom). (c) similar zoom of Fourier transform of
a checkerboard laser with n = 40, showing that the supercell features come closer together.
(b-c) are normalized to 1/10 of the maximum at kx = ky = 0. (d-e) Calculated band
structures of checkerboard lasers with δ = 1 nm at (d) ω0 and (e-f) ky = 0 for (e) n = 10 and
(f) n = 40, obtained by convolving the structure factor with the ‘free photon’ waveguide
dispersion. Red lines indicate dominant features expected taking just dominant peaks in the
structure factor.

We apply similar Fourier transform methodology to random patchwork laser, averaging over
20 different random realizations for an ensemble average estimate. Similar to simple square
lattices, the structure factors feature high intensity near (±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G. Zooming in on
one diffraction order as example ((1, 0)G in Fig. 3(a)), we find that the randomization of pitch
broadens the diffraction order (sinc-type broadening expected for small patches) compared to
the simple square array. Moreover, since the Aij arrays are arranged on a square superlattice,
diffraction peaks appear closely spaced at (1, 0)G + (i, j)G/n with i, j = 0, ±1, ±1, . . .. Figure 3(b)
shows the predicted band structures for the TE modes at ky = 0 for n = 10 and 40. The broadening
of the Fourier transform near (±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G results in a blurring of the bands. When
n = 10, the band structure appear as one major broad band near kx = ky = 0. At n = 40, the
random patchwork has similar band structure as a square array. To sum up, the random patchwork
lasers are expected to have access to a range of Bragg conditions, suggesting that lasing may
involve a distribution of spectral components and output wave vectors.
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Fig. 3. (a) Calculated root mean square of Fourier transforms of 20 realizations of random
patchwork lasers with n = 10, 20, 40, 60 and |δij |<10 nm near (G, 0). All images are
normalized to 1/5 of the maximum at kx = ky = 0. (b) Calculated band structures of random
patchwork arrays with n = 10, 40 and |δij |<10 nm. They are normalized to 1.5 times the
normalization factor (norm) in Fig. 2(g).

4.

Results

In this section, we report measurements of basic optical properties of the checkerboard and the
random patchwork lasers. We use the experimental set up discussed in earlier works [20,30] for
spectrally resolved Fourier and real-space imaging, using single shot pulsed excitation with 0.5
ns pulses at 532 nm, and a 50 × microscope objective of NA=0.7 (Nikon L PLAN) chosen for a
large field of view. First, we check the Fourier analysis by measuring the (below threshold) band
structure of the arrays. Second, through pump power dependent output measurements, we study
the lasing threshold and lasing spectra. To interpret the measurement results, we look into the
emergence of multiple lasing modes from coupled patches using coupled wave theory. Finally,
we study the angular distribution by measuring the Fourier space images.
4.1.

Band structure measurements

We measure the below threshold band structures of the checkerboard and random patchwork
arrays through spectrally resolved Fourier imaging at low power. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
checkerboard array with n = 10 has four bands crossing at finite kx near ω ≈ 3.31 × 1015 rad/s,
similar to the prediction in Fig. 2(e). As n increases to 40, the band structure converges to that of
a square array. The random patchwork with n = 10 has a broad band near kx = 0 (Fig. 4(b)).
When n = 40, the broad feature narrows into the two straight bands also expected for a simple
square lattice. We are not able to recognize the parabolic band predicted by the calculation as it
is too weak. To sum up, the measured band structures of both checkerboard and random patch
work lasers show qualitative agreement with the predictions in Fig. 2 and 3. These observations
indicate that the below-threshold emission arises from emission into waveguide modes, coupled
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out by diffraction. Upon outcoupling the diffraction pattern of the full array structure is imparted
to the output, consistent with fluorescence studies on a plethora of other systems with 2D particle
assemblies in fluorescent waveguide layers, including Vogel spirals and aperiodic lattices [26,31].

Fig. 4. Measured band structures at ky = 0 of (a) checkerboard and (b) random patchwork
lasers with n = 10, 40, 60, δ = 1 nm and |δij |<5 nm. The images are obtained by dividing the
spectrometer camera images by the corresponding spectra (sum over kx ) along the frequency
direction for optimum contrast. The resulting images are normalized to the maxima or half
maxima of each image. (a) is obtained with 1000 pulses at 7 % pump power. (b) is obtained
with 1000 pulses at 10 % pump power.(c) Measured spectra at kx = 0 of checkerboard lasers
as a function of pump power. n = 10, 20, 40 and 60, δ=1 nm, (d) Measured spectra at ky = 0
of random patchwork lasers as a function of pump power. n = 10, 20, 40 and 60, δij <10 nm.
(c-d) are normalized to the maxima of each image. (e) Emission intensity at kx = 0 as a
function of pump power of the lowest threshold lasing mode measured from checkerboard
lasers with n = 10, 20, 40, 60, and δ=1 nm. (f) Lasing thresholds of the lowest threshold
modes of checkerboard and random patchwork lasers, with n = 10, 20, 40, 60, δ=1, 2, 4 nm
for the checkerboard lasers and δij <10 nm for the random patchwork lasers. White arrows
point at the lowest threshold lasing mode.
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Lasing thresholds and frequencies

Next, we study the input-output behavior of the lasers by measuring spectra as function of
input pulse energy, where the input pulse energy is controlled using a computer-controlled
acousto-optical modulator (AOM). The maximum pulse energy corresponds to about 1µJ over an
approximately 120 µm wide spot, slightly overfilling the patchwork arrays. The spectrometer
collects emission near ky = 0 with a 10 µm slit. Summing over all kx , we obtain emission
spectra. Figure 4(c) shows emission spectra from single shot excitation versus pump power on
checkerboard lasers with n = 10, 20, 40, 60, and δ=1 nm. All checkerboard arrays show sharp
emission peaks (width<0.5 nm, spectrometer limited) starting from a threshold at about 20 % of
the maximum pulse energy. Similar multimode lasing with similar thresholds occurs in random
patchwork lasers with n = 10, 20, 40, 60, and δij ≤ 10 nm, shown in Fig. 4(d). To confirm that
these peaks are indeed lasing modes, we check their threshold behavior. For each sample, we
select the mode that emerges at lowest pump power (indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 4(c))
and plot emission intensity within 0.5 nm of the peak wavelength versus pump power (Fig. 4(e)).
All plotted modes have distinct threshold behavior, which together with the narrow spectral width
confirms lasing. Fitting the input-output curves to linear functions (black dashed line in Fig. 4(e)),
we obtain the lasing threshold for checkerboard lasers with δ = 1, 2, 4 nm and for the random
patch lasers with biggest disorder δij ≤ 10 nm, as plotted in Fig. 4(f). The measured lasers all
have thresholds well within a factor 2 of those of simple plasmon DFB lasers of the same N [20].
This is remarkable since these thresholds are much lower than the threshold of single patches of
size n (e.g., an isolated N = 60 patch requires twice the threshold of any investigated patchwork).
This finding suggests that lasing modes span multiple patches. We note that the different slope
efficiencies in Fig. 4(e), spread by a factor ∼ 3, are not necessarily representative of actual slope
efficiencies, as our detection scheme implies a filtering in wave vector space (spectrometer slit
selects ky = 0).
From Fig. 4(c-d) we conclude that both checkerboard and random patchwork lasers have
multiple lasing modes at different frequencies. We recall the two distinct scenarios hypothesized
earlier. If all the patches were independent, the checkerboard lasers would have 2 laser lines
that are separated by nwg δ, corresponding to about 1.6, 3.1 and 6.2 nm for δ = 1, 2, 4 nm. The
random patchwork lasers would have (N/n)2 laser lines spanning over a wavelength range of 31
nm for −10 nm<δij <10 nm near the original lasing wavelength λ0 . In the second scenario where
all patches are coupled, the checkerboard lasers would likely have one clearly dominant lasing
mode at λ0 where the superlattice bands cross, while the random patchwork lasers would likely
have multiple lines near λ0 .
Figure 5(a-c) show above-threshold spectra from the checkerboard lasers with n = 10, 20,
40, 60, and δ = 1, 2, 4 nm. The red bars on the top left indicates the expected 1.6, 3.1 and 6.2
nm lasing wavelength range, defined as the range spanned by the geometrical Bragg diffraction
conditions corresponding to the pitches in the system. When n = 10, the checkerboard lasers
tend to emit at one dominant wavelength. This indicates that the checkerboard lasers have a
lasing mode that is coherent over the entire array instead of having two sets of patches lasing
independently at two frequencies. As n and δ increase, multiple lasing modes (4 to 10 modes)
with comparable intensity emerges over a spectral range of 5 to 10 nm. This is not expected from
either independent-patch or coupled-patch scenarios. There is a small (a few nm) red shift of
the lasing spectra as δ increase from 1 nm to 4 nm, consistent with the fact that average particle
distance increases with increasing δ in the checkerboard arrays.
The random patchworks show lasing at multiple wavelengths (2 to 15 lines) within a similar 10
nm band as shown in Fig. 5(d). The number of lasing modes does not increase with decreasing
n, i.e., they are not proportional to the number of patches (N/n)2 . The total wavelength range
spanned by the lasing lines is much smaller than the 31 nm bandwidth, which would be expected
if patches would be uncoupled. Together these observations indicate that the individual patches
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Fig. 5. (a-c) Measured above threshold lasing spectra of checkerboard lasers at 60% pump
power. n = 10, 20, 40, 60. (a) δ = 1 nm, (b) δ = 2 nm (c) δ = 4 nm. (d) Measured above
threshold lasing spectra of random patchwork lasers at 50% pump power. n = 10, 20, 40,
60, and δij <10 nm. (e) Measured above threshold spectra of dimers of two n = 60 patches
spaced by 370 nm, and with δ = 1, 2, 4 nm, compared with spectrum of a single patch excited
in a checkerboard array with δ = 4 nm and n = 60.

in a random patchwork laser do not act as independent lasers, and lasing arises from coherently
coupled patches, as in the checkerboard case.
4.3.

Multi-mode lasing due to coupling of patches

In the previous section, we have observed two interesting properties of the investigated lasers.
First, the measured lasing thresholds are significantly below that of the constituent single patches,
indicating that the lasing modes extend over multiple patches or the entire array. This hypothesis
is supported by real-space spectral imaging and coherence measurements as shown in Fig. 6. In
real space spectral imaging, we project real space images of lasing patchworks onto the 10 µm
wide spectrometer slit, to resolve the spectral distribution of light across a diffraction limited
line-cut along the entire patchwork length. Figure 6(a) suggests that checkerboard lasers of
different δ have lasing modes that extend over the entire patchwork length, apparent as bright
lines at constant frequency with intensity variations on different patches. We conduct double slit
experiments on the extended lasing modes to check their spatial coherence. To do so, we employ
spectral Fourier imaging while selecting two 2 µm stripes on opposing ends of a patchwork using
a chrome slit-mask in an intermediate real-space image plane. Figure 6(a) shows an example
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of measured fringe pattern with contrast limited by unequal stripe intensity, which confirms
coherence. Similar results are obtained from random patchwork lasers.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured real space spectral images of checkerboard lasers with δ = 1 nm,
n = 10, 20, 40, 60. The colorbar runs from 0 intensity to halfway the maximum intensity
of each measurement. (b) Measured double slit interference of the delocalized mode(s) at
3.29 × 1015 rad/s from the n = 10 sample. Data are taken at maximum pump power.

Alongside the extended modes, we furthermore find that the studied lasers are surprisingly
multi-mode. Both the checkerboards and random patchworks show many lasing frequencies
outside the frequency range set by the pitches in the system, i.e., by available Bragg conditions.
Figure 6(a) shows that these additional modes tend to be localized on part of the array, i.e., one or
a few patches. Therefore, we found that the patchwork lasers neither lase as independent patches
in an uncoupled fashion, nor purely follow that of simple extended superlattice modes. In this
section, we discuss the coupling of the patches and the emergence of the multi-mode behavior.
While working out the physics for square lattices of non-linearly coupled lasers is very
challenging, we look into simpler cases. We compare the spectra of a single patch from a
checkerboard, and the spectra of dimers made of two adjoining square arrays. The lasing spectrum
of a single patch in a checkerboard is measured by only illuminating the area within one patch
of pitch 370 nm at the corner of a checkerboard array with n = 60. The illumination area is
controlled using an iris in the path of the pump laser. As shown in Fig. 5(e) (bottom), the single
patch has exactly one lasing mode, as expected from a solitary square array laser. This indicates
that the multi-mode output requires more than one patch to be pumped so that at least two patches
feed into each other. Further, we measured the lasing spectra of dimers of two patches that were
fabricated in isolation, not as part of a larger patchwork. Each dimer contains two n =60 square
arrays, one with a period of 370 nm and the other with pitch 370 nm+δ, with δ = 1, 2, 4 nm. In
addition to the original mode supported by a single patch, the dimers have many lasing modes at
longer wavelength, as shown in Fig. 5(e). This indicates that coupling between two patches can
already give rise to multi-wavelength lasing.
We explore the origin of the multi-wavelength lasing behavior from coupled wave theory,
adapted from its standard form to include adjacent regions of unequal pitch. According to coupled
wave theory for DFB lasers, a simple square array laser can already support multiple lasing modes
at approximately equally spaced frequencies [32,33]. Each corresponds to a longitudinal lasing
mode with a distinct set of frequency, threshold gain and spatial distribution. The frequency
spacing between modes is expected to be inversely proportional to array size for 1D cavities [32].
Similarly, simple square 2D DFB lasers are expected to support multiple modes with a frequency
spacing depending on array size. One could envision that upon coupling of patches, these
single-patch longitudinal modes couple. Here we extend the coupled wave theory to coupled
patches, to study whether the spatial variation in local pitch will indeed lead to new modes with
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different spatial distributions, frequencies and threshold gains. We implement such a model in
the finite element solver COMSOL.
To set up the model, we consider 2D DFB structures with periodic variations in the x and y
directions, which can be described by the scalar wave equation
∂2E ∂2E
+ 2 + k2 E = 0
∂x2
∂y
where
k2 = β2 + 2iαβ + 2β

Õ

κ(G)eiG.r .

(1)

(2)

G,0

Here α is the unit-cell averaged gain, β = neff ω/c and G = 2π/d(m, n) are the set of reciprocal
lattice vectors and d is the lattice constant. For the structures studied in this work, neff corresponds
to the effective refractive index of the fundamental TE waveguide mode, and the variable E
represents the amplitude of excitation of this waveguide mode. 2D DFB structures have been
studied in the past using coupled wave theory [34,35], assuming that the solution consists of four
waves travelling in the ±x and ±y directions, at wavevectors near β0 = 2π/d. We now consider
two such DFB structures next to each other (placed along the x-axis) with lattice constants
d1 = d, d2 = d + δ such that β1 = 2π/d1 and β2 = 2π/d2 . We assume the electric field Ez to
be given by the following ansatz (equal in form to that of the usual coupled wave theory, which
would take β0 in the exponent):
Ez = Rx (x, y)e−iβ1 x + Sx (x, y)eiβ1 x + Ry (x, y)e−iβ1 y
+ Sy (x, y)eiβ1 y ,

(3)

where Rx,y and Sx,y represent slowly varying envelopes. Inserting the above expression in the
wave equation and comparing terms with equal exponents we obtain the following set of coupled
wave equations for spatial domain i = 1, 2 with pitch di
∂
Rx + (α − iδβ )Rx = iκ2 Sx e−2i∆βi x−2iφi
∂x
+ iκ1,1 Sy e−i∆βi x−i∆βi y−iφi + iκ1,1 Ry e−i∆βi x+i∆βi y−iφi

(4a)

∂
Sx + (α − iδβ )Sx = iκ2 Rx e2i∆βi x+2iφi
∂x
+ iκ1,1 Sy ei∆βi x−i∆βi y+iφi + iκ1,1 Ry ei∆βi x+i∆βi y+iφi

(4b)

∂
Ry + (α − iδβ )Ry = iκ2 Sy e−2i∆βi y
∂x
+ iκ1,1 Sx e−i∆βi x−i∆βi y−iφi + iκ1,1 Rx ei∆βi x−i∆βi y+iφi

(4c)

∂
Sy + (α − iδβ )Sy = iκ2 Ry e−2i∆βi y
∂x
+ iκ1,1 Sx e−i∆βi x+i∆βi y−iφi + iκ1,1 Rx ei∆βi x+i∆βi y+iφi .

(4d)

−

−

Here ∆βi = βi − β0 quantifies the spatial beat frequency between the ansatz and the actual
periodicity, while φi allows for a phase jump between the two regions wich occurs upon spatially
shifting the patches apart. In our implementation, ∆β1 = 0 and φ1 = 0. In the derivation of this
equation we have assumed (β2 − βi2 )/2β ≈ β − βi . We focus on small frequency deviations from
the geometric Bragg conditions and introduce κ1,1 = κ(G) |G |=√2β1 and κ2 = κ(G) |G |=2β1 . The
boundary conditions are Rx (x = −2L) = Sx (x = +2L) = Ry (y = −L) = Sy (L) = 0 (where L is the
size of a single patch). COMSOL provides eigenvalues (α − iδβ ) that correspond to threshold gain
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(α) and frequency detuning (δβ ) from the geometrical Bragg condition, and eigenfunctions that
indicate the intensity distribution. From standard coupled wave theory, lasers can be classified
as either undercoupled (|κ2 |L  1 - note that only the dimensionless product is relevant) or
overcoupled (|κ2 |L  1). Recent work on plasmon array lasers shows that both regimes can be
reached, where the smallest patches (n = 10, 20) are undercoupled when viewed in isolation, but
where the largest patches and the full array (n = 60 to N = 240) with δ = 0 pitch variation can be
overcoupled.
In the following, we discuss simulation results for the two cases: |κ2 |L = 0.2 (Fig. 7(a-c),
undercoupled) and (d-f) |κ2 |L = 2 (Fig. 7(d-f), marginally overcoupled). We follow Ref. [34]
in assuming κ1,1 ≈ κ2 /2 and taking real coupling constants (we find similar results for complex
coupling constants). A main challenge is to sort out physical eigenvalues from spurious results
due to the COMSOL discretization grid. To avoid this problem, we simulate small patches
(L = 5 µm). We show the field profiles of the three lowest threshold characteristic modes of the
dimers in Fig. 7. Figure 7(a) shows the case of undercoupled patches with identical periodicities,
which are effectively a single rectangular patch. We find that the dominant modes have similar
profiles along the long axis as undercoupled 1D DFB lasers, with intensity located in lobes at the
sample edges. Different modes arise with different number of intensity pockets along the short
axis. Compared to a single square patch, the threshold gain is about twice lower, commensurate
with the fact that the rectangle is twice longer. These modes have similar threshold gain, when
the patches are detuned in pitch or shifted as shown in Fig. 7(b-c). This numerical result is
consistent with our observation that many modes arise with closely spaced frequencies. Each of
them is extended over the entire array, with different in-plane mode profiles in the y direction.
This result is quite insensitive to whether the two pitches have identical or slightly different pitch
variation. For large κL, the lowest threshold mode for a dimer of identical adjacent patches is
overcoupled as shown in Fig. 7(d). However the next two higher order modes are undercoupled
and require significantly larger threshold gain. Thus in the overcoupled case, single mode lasing
is expected for identical-dimer with a threshold lower than that of an isolated single patch by
about a factor 0.75. When the pitch difference is set to be 4 nm (Fig. 7(e)), all modes take a
penalty in threshold gain. The resulting modes all have similar threshold gain and dominantly
reside in one of the two patches, even though some amplitude is found in the neighboring patch.
The mode patterns suggest that the original overcoupled mode is frustrated sufficiently by a small
change in pitch to disappear. The mode distributions can be viewed as hybridized, marginally
undercoupled modes of the original square patches. Similar results are found for dimers with a
phase slip as shown in Fig. 7(f).
While simulations that capture the full complexity are outside the scope of our simulation
framework, the quantitative picture that emerges from the dimer simulation can be summarized as
follows. When a large square laser (N = 240 particles across) is separated in patches of detuned
pitch, it fragments one overcoupled laser into patches that are by themselves undercoupled, while
the overcoupled mode become that the entire patchwork would support becomes unfavorable due
to the pitch detuning. As the undercoupled patches feed into each other and couple, there arises a
plethora of modes with slightly detuned frequency. These modes are coherent across the array,
but have unevenly distributed amplitudes due to defects and inhomogeneity introduced by the
boundaries.
4.4.

Angular distribution of emission

We evaluate the angular distribution of laser emission from measured above-threshold Fourier
images. Figure 8(a) shows Fourier images of checkerboard lasers with δ = 1 nm and n = 10,
20, 40, 60 at 60 % pump power, well above threshold and in the multi-mode lasing regime. For
n = 10, 20 and 40, the Fourier images show quadruplets of peaks arranged as the vertices of
squares around kx = ky = 0, corresponding to the calculated structure factors around (±1, 0)G
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Fig. 7. COMSOL coupled wave solutions for intensity envelope functions (|Rx | 2 + |Sx | 2 +
|Ry | 2 + |Sy | 2 , normalized) in dimers of square patches in the case of (a-c) undercoupling,
|κ2 |L = 0.2 and (d-f) overcoupling, |κ2 |L = 2. The quantity g/gsingle indicates the threshold
gain normalized to that for the fundamental lasing mode of a single square patch at the same
coupling strength. The threshold gain for a square patch in the case |κ2 |L = 0.2 is about
6.8 times higher than that in case of |κ2 |L = 2. The simulated patches are L = 5 × 5 µm
across, making the dimer maps 10 × 5 µm2 . The color scale spans in panels (a-c) from 0 to
the maxima of each image, and in panels (d-f) from the minima to the maxima, where the
minima are at fractions (d) 0.25, 0.32,0.13, (e) 0.23, 0.12, 0.10, (f) 0.09, 0.07, 0.03 of the
maxima. The ”phase slip” cases (c,f) are pertinent for a shift of one patch relative to the
other by a half pitch, as is effectively the case of our samples.
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and (0, ±1)G in Fig. 2(b-c). These lasing modes at large wavevectors are coupled out through
the Bragg diffractions of order (±1, 0)G and (0, ±1)G. With increasing n, the lasing peaks shift
towards kx = ky = 0 and become indistinguishable for n = 60. Similar results are measured from
checkerboard lasers with δ = 2, 4 nm. The fact that the Fourier images follow the structure factor
of the entire checkerboard directly attests to the fact that lasing modes are coherent across the
entire array. Averaging the intensity in rings of constant azimuthal angles, we obtain the per
solid angle (Ω) intensity distribution versus polar angle θ from the normal direction, as shown
in Fig. 8(b). When n = 10, the checkerboard laser mainly emit at θ ∼ 0.1 rad, i.e., 6◦ . As n
increases, the main emission angle decreases and converges to the normal direction. Figure 8(c)
shows the above threshold Fourier images of random patchwork lasers with δij <10 nm and n = 10,
20, 40, 60. As with the checkerboards, the Fourier images clearly resemble the array structure
factors in Fig. 3. Figure 8(d) shows the corresponding lasing intensity distribution as a function
of θ. When n = 10, the laser emission spans over a large angle range of ±10◦ . The angle range
decreases with increasing n. These findings are consistent with the notion that lasing modes are
extended over the entire random patchwork, and inherit their output wave vector distribution
upon diffractive outcoupling.

Fig. 8. (a) Above-threshold Fourier images of checkerboard lasers with δ = 1 nm and
n = 10, 20, 40, 60 excited at 60 % pump power and measured after an OD 1 filter. (b)
Intensity distribution as a function of polar angle θ obtained from (a) by averaging over the
azimuthal angle. (c) Measured above-threshold Fourier images of random patchwork lasers
with δij <10 nm and n = 10, 20, 40, 60 at 50 % pump power. (d) Intensity distribution as a
function of θ obtained from (c). The Fourier images are normalized to the maxima of each
image.

5.

Outlook on relevance to low-etendue sources

We studied two types of plasmon DFB lasers, i.e., checkerboard and random patchwork lasers, as
potential multi-wavelength, low etendue, speckle free light sources for the applications of SSL
and projection. Here we discuss the implications of our observations for low-etendue bright
sources in terms of three aspects: etendue, speckle reduction and output power. Our observations
indicate multi-wavelength lasing emission into narrow angular cones relative to the normal
direction, with modest thresholds, which are about 2 times of those of a rectangular array laser
with a similar size, and similar to thresholds of polymer DFB lasers [20]. The Fourier space
output as well as the thresholds indicate that the lasers support modes extending over several, or
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all patches of the array. Therefore, the angular output is essentially tailorable by the structure
factors n and d. Measurements on dimer lasers show that a system as simple as two coupled
neighboring patches already gives rise to the remarkable multimode character of our lasers. From
the viewpoint of low etendue, yet broadened emission bandwidth compared to single-period
large DFB lasers, these structures could thus be potentially useful for blue-LED or blue-laser
pumped low-etendue light sources with reduced speckle compared to lasers.
To quantitatively estimate etendue, we examine the angular distribution of emission in
Fig. 8(b)(c) and the source area. The areas of the investigated patchwork lasers are A ∼ (N · d)2 ≈
7885 µm2 . We estimate the emission angle range using the largest angle θ 1/2 beyond which
the intensity drops below half its maximum. With this definition, we obtain the etendues of
the patchworks as listed in Table 1. The results range from 30 to 400 µm2 · sr, decreasing with
increasing n. These numbers are much lower than the etendue of typical projection systems
using liquid-crystal display (LCD), digital light projection (DLP) and LED based luminescent
concentration techniques, which are around 8 to 25 mm2 · sr [36,37]. The low etendue arises
from the combination of a small emission angular range, and the micron size of arrays.
Table 1. Angle at the half maximum (θ1/2 ) and etendue of the checkerboard and random patchwork
lasers estimated from the angular intensity distribution in Fig. 8(b)(d).
Checkerboard, δ = 1 nm
n

10

20

40

θ1/2 (degree)

7.2

3.7

2.0

60
2.3

Etendue (µm2 ·sr)

389

105

30

40

n

10

20

40

60

θ1/2 (degree)

4.9

3.2

2.9

2.3

179

75

62

40

Random patchwork, |δij |<10 nm

Etendue

(µm2 ·sr)

As for speckle reduction, our lasers benefit from the multiple lasing modes. Speckle consists
of a random arrangement of minima and maxima with 100 % intensity contrast (truly dark spots)
when a monochromatic light is scattered off a rough surface, e.g., a projection screen. Speckle
contrast can be reduced by using a set of mutually incoherent modes that give uncorrelated
speckle patterns. When √averaging N completely uncorrelated speckle patterns, the speckle
contrast is reduced by 1/ N [6]. For our plasmon patchwork lasers, the best-case estimate for
their speckle reduction qualities is obtained by assuming that each laser line gives a speckle
pattern that is completely uncorrelated from that of other lines. For our lasers with a typical
multimode behavior of up to 15 lines, a speckle contrast of 25 % remains when all the modes
are uncorrelated and contribute equally in intensity. However, speckle patterns generated from
the scattering of close illumination frequencies off a random medium can be correlated [38,39],
unless the involved path length differences exceed the coherence length [40]. The bandwidth of
our plasmon patchwork lasers spans up to about 15 nm, i.e., about 2.5 % relative bandwidth,
corresponding to a 22 micron coherence length. This coherence length is only slightly larger
than typical diffusive media such as white paint and white paper, which have a mean free path
between 4 µm (paint) [41] and 20 µm (paper) [42]. Therefore, the multi-wavelength emission
from our lasers can indeed be useful for speckle reduction both when considering reflection and
tranmission off/through a screen.
A distinct challenge of these structures is to obtain high power outputs, because of the small
emission volume and high photodegradation. Only select fluorophores offer stability against
bleaching and overheating at high pump power and no such fluorophore has been proposed
yet for plasmon-array lasers. The efficiency of color conversion is limited by three factors:
absorption of the pump light (at best 35%, limited by the 350 nm thickness of our films and
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the dye concentration), Ohmic loss in the metal particles and the extraction efficiency of the
emitted light (50% maximum in our structures). Therefore, our investigated lasers would have a
quantum efficiency no higher than 17.5%, assuming negligible Ohmic loss. More fundamentally,
for applications that require up to 1000 lumen, the emission volume itself is limiting. At dye
concentrations where concentration quenching sets in, one could maximally obtain of order 1
lm/µm2 for a wavelength of 570 nm from a thin film continuously operated in saturation. Even
if the required area to reach 1000 lm is not unphysical in itself, this would involve very high
heat dissipation of about 10−5 W · µm−2 from the Stokes shift, which can not be sustained by
such a thin film. Such problems may be resolved by moving to the regime of plasmon exciton
polariton lasing reported by Ramezani [21], which uses the same structure but much higher
emitter concentration.
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